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This paper investigates the accuracy capabilities of using variable kinematic modeling
in compact and thin-walled beam-like structures with dynamic loadings. Carrera
Uniﬁed Formulation (CUF) is employed to introduce reﬁned one-dimensional (1D)
models with a variable order of expansion for the displacement unknowns over the
beam cross-section. Classical Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories are
obtained as particular cases of these variable kinematic models while a higher order
expansion permits the detection of in-plane cross-section deformation, since it leads to
shell-like solutions. Finite element (FE) method is used to provide numerical results and
the Newmark method is implemented as a time integration scheme. Some assessments
with closed form solutions are discussed and comparisons with shell-type results
obtained with commercial FE software are made. Further analyses address both
compact and thin-walled cross-sections. In particular, the case of a deformable thinwalled cylinder loaded by time-dependent internal forces is discussed. The results
clearly show that ﬁnite elements which are formulated in the CUF framework do not
introduce additional numerical problems with respect to classical beam theories.
Comparisons with elasticity solutions prove that the present 1D CUF model offers an
accuracy in analyzing thin-walled structures which is typical of shell or threedimensional models with a remarkable reduction in the computational cost required.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Nowadays different kinds of slender structures are involved in many areas such as aerospace, civil and biomechanical
engineering. There are many examples of these one-dimensional (1D) structures such as rotor and wind blades, aircraft
wings, bridges and towers, and even arteries. Such beam-like components can be analyzed by means of 1D formulations
and one main advantage is that 1D models require a lower computational cost compared with 2D plate and shell or 3D
solid models [1].
The 1D models used in early studies of slender structures were based on classical theories. Euler–Bernoulli theory [2]
neglected the transverse shear deformation completely. The ﬁrst shear deformation theory of Timoshenko [3] assumed a
constant shear strain across the cross-section. The growing use of advanced composite and sandwich materials in thinwalled beam-like structures has revealed that 1D theories have to be reﬁned in order to predict the behavior of such
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complex structures in an accurate way. Moreover, reﬁned 1D theories are necessary to cope with arbitrary cross-section
geometries, short beams, nonhomogeneous sections and curved shapes by taking into account effects such as warping and
in-plane cross-section deformation. In the past, many theoretical and computational approaches were taken to address
these issues. Recently, reﬁned theories such as those based on the 1D Carrera Uniﬁed Formulation (CUF) [4,5] and
variational asymptotic methods (VABS) [6] as well as the Generalized Beam Theory (GBT) [7] have presented remarkable
advances in static, buckling, and free vibration analysis.
Most beam-like structural systems in physical applications are actually subjected to dynamic loadings of all kinds, for
instance, blood ﬂow in arteries [8]; lifting systems under the action of unsteady aerodynamic pressures [9]; blast and
sonic-boom loadings [10]; interaction between bridges and moving vehicles [11]; impulsive loadings by missile launch or
impact on aircraft wings [12]; and the effect of seismic waves on buildings [13]. Hence, an accurate understanding of the
dynamic characteristics of a large number of structures is crucial in engineering. The importance of reﬁned 1D models is
even more relevant for accurate prediction of the time-dependent response of thin-walled slender structures [14].
A detailed review of several theories for vibrations and wave propagation was presented by Kapania and Raciti [15]. A brief,
though not exhaustive, review of reﬁned 1D models introduced in recent decades for the dynamic analysis of beams is
presented here. A second-order theory with cross-sectional warping was proposed by Stephen and Levinson [16]. Heyliger and
Reddy [17] and Soldatos and Elishakoff [18] proposed a third-order theory with a quadratic variation of the shear strain across
the cross-section. Early fourth-order beam theories were formulated by Levinson [19], Rychter [20] and were extended by
Bickford [21] to the dynamic analysis. Kant and Gupta [22] proposed a reﬁned FE higher order model with quadratic
transverse shear strain that was applied to the free vibration analysis of angle-ply laminated, deep sandwich and composite
beams [23,24]. Kant et al. [25] provided an analytical solution to the natural frequency analysis of thick and thin composite
beams by accurately describing the cross-section warping. The formulation of two higher order shear deformation theories by
Subramanian [26] satisﬁed the traction-free surface conditions at the top and bottom beam surfaces. A higher order FE model
based on classical laminated theory presented higher frequencies analysis capabilities for the vibration response of laminated
tapered beams [27,28]. Recently, S- ims- ek and Kocatürk [29] highlighted that a third-order shear deformation theory gives
signiﬁcantly better results than classical theories in the case of short beams and high mode numbers.
As far as the dynamic response is concerned, many shear deformable models have been introduced in last decades.
Tong et al. [30] offered an analytical solution for free and forced vibrations of stepped generally nonuniform Timoshenko
beams. A higher order shear deformation theory was used by Rao and Ganesan [31] to evaluate the harmonic response of
tapered composite wings. Marur and Kant extended their work [23] to the transient dynamic analysis of symmetric and
unsymmetric sandwich and composite structures [14]. The efﬁcacy of higher order terms in predicting displacements and
stress resultants in time was clearly brought out. By involving the action of a moving dynamic load, the importance of
third-order shear deformation effect in the strength analysis of cross-ply and angle-ply laminated beams was highlighted
even when the slender ratio is not very low [32]. Librescu and Na [33] used a nonclassical beam model which includes
transverse shear, secondary warping and heterogeneity to control the bending oscillations of cantilevers subjected to timedependent excitations. The same authors [34] studied nonuniform anisotropic thin-walled beams incorporating adaptive
capabilities through a beam model with transverse shear and warping inhibition which was formulated in [10]. Piovan and
Cortı́nez [35] developed a new theoretical model for the generalized linear analysis of composite thin-walled curved
beams with open and closed arbitrary cross-sections, by showing the inﬂuence of shear deformability on the mechanics of
such complex structures. As a particular case of dynamic response, the third-order shear deformation theory used by
S- i̇ms- ek [36] indicated the importance of higher order terms in correctly predicting the dynamic behavior of functionally
graded beams and thus in tailoring FG material properties.
As mentioned, higher order 1D models with generalized displacement variables based on CUF have recently been
proposed by Carrera and co-authors for the analysis of isotropic [5,37] and composite structures [38,39]. CUF has been
developed over the last decade for plate/shell models [40] and it has recently been extended to static and dynamic 1D
modeling [4,41,42]. CUF is a hierarchical formulation which considers the order of the model as a free-parameter of the
analysis. In other words, models of any order can be obtained with no need for ad hoc formulations by exploiting a
systematic procedure.
The ﬁrst extension of 1D CUF ﬁnite elements to the free vibration analysis of beams with arbitrary section geometries
was done in [43]. These models were afterwards employed to carry out a more accurate free vibration analysis of
conventional and joined wings [42]. Higher order terms permitted bending/torsion modes to be coupled and were able to
capture any other vibration modes that require in-plane and warping deformation of the beam sections to be detected.
In this paper, the extension of one-dimensional CUF models to the dynamic response analysis of slender structures is
presented. Taylor-like polynomial expansions are adopted for the displacement ﬁeld. The ﬁnite element method is used to
handle arbitrary geometries and loading conditions. The Newmark time integration method [1], widely used in structural
dynamics, is employed. A preliminary assessment to test the accuracy of the present FEs is carried out on reference cases
retrieved from the structural dynamics literature. A number of thin-walled conﬁgurations (obtained by varying span-toheight ratio, cross-section geometry and boundary conditions) subjected to time-dependent loadings such as harmonic
and traveling ones are afterwards analyzed. The inﬂuence of higher order effects over the cross-section deformation, not
detectable by classical and low-order beam theories, on the time-dependent response of the structures considered is
enhanced. The use of variable kinematic 1D CUF models in the Newmark time integration scheme reveals their shell-type
capabilities in accurately describing the dynamic behavior of thin-walled structures.
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2. Preliminaries
A slender structure with axial length L is considered and studied as a beam. The intersection of the beam with a plane
that is perpendicular to its axis identiﬁes the beam’s cross-section O. A local cartesian coordinate system composed of
x- and z-axes parallel to the cross-section plane is deﬁned, whereas y represents the out-of-plane coordinate. However, the
y-axis is not necessarily a centroidal one. For instance, in the case of an arbitrarily oriented beam, the local y-axis might not
be the beam geometrical axis. This gives high versatility to the present structural beam model. The cartesian components
of the displacement vector uðx,y,z,tÞ are ux, uy, and uz. The stress r and the strain e are grouped in vectors as follows:

rp ¼ fszz sxx szx gT , ep ¼ fezz exx ezx gT
rn ¼ fszy sxy syy gT , en ¼ fezy exy eyy gT

(1)

where superscript T stands for the transposition operator. Subscript p refers to quantities related to the beam cross-section
O, whereas subscript n refers to quantities related to the out-of-plane direction. In the case of small displacements with
respect to the length L, the linear relations between strain and displacement components hold and a compact vectorial
notation can be adopted:

e p ¼ Dp u
en ¼ Dn u ¼ Dnp u þDny u
where Dp , Dnp , and Dny are differential
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According to Eq. (1), the generalized Hooke’s law for isotropic materials is

rp ¼ Cpp ep þCpn en
rn ¼ Cnp ep þCnn en
where matrices Cpp , Cpn , Cnp and Cnn are
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For the sake of brevity, the dependence of the coefﬁcients Cij on Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and shear modulus is not
reported here. It can be found in Jones [44]. In this paper isotropic materials are considered. The extension to composite
beams will be presented in future papers.
3. Variable kinematic 1D models
According to the framework of Carrera Uniﬁed Formulation (CUF) [5], the displacement ﬁeld is assumed to be an
expansion of a certain class of functions F t , which depend on the cross-section coordinates x and z:
uðx,y,z,tÞ ¼ F t ðx,zÞut ðy,tÞ,

t ¼ 1,2, . . . ,N u ¼ Nu ðNÞ

(6)

The compact expression is based on Einstein’s notation: repeated subscript t indicates summation. The number of
expansion terms Nu depends on the expansion order N, which is a free parameter of the formulation. Taylor’s polynomials
are chosen as cross-section functions F t . Most displacement-based theories can be formulated on the basis of the above
generic kinematic ﬁeld. For instance, when N ¼2, the second-order axiomatic displacement ﬁeld is given by
ux ¼ ux1 þ ux2 x þ ux3 z þ ux4 x2 þ ux5 xz þux6 z2
uy ¼ uy1 þuy2 x þuy3 z þuy4 x2 þ uy5 xz þuy6 z2
uz ¼ uz1 þuz2 x þ uz3 z þ uz4 x2 þ uz5 xz þ uz6 z2

(7)

Subsequently, the classical beam models such as Euler–Bernoulli’s (EBBM) [2] and Timoshenko’s (TBM) [3] are easily
derived from the ﬁrst-order approximation model. Timoshenko beam model (TBM) can be obtained by setting terms
fuij : i ¼ x,z; j ¼ 2,3g equal to zero. In addition, an inﬁnite rigidity in the transverse shear is also adopted for EBBM by
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penalizating eyz and exy via a high penalty value in the following constitutive equations:

syz ¼ C 55 eyz , sxy ¼ C 66 exy

(8)

Higher order models provide an accurate description of the shear mechanics, the cross-section deformation, Poisson’s
effect along the spatial directions and the torsional mechanics in more detail than classical models do. EBBM neglects them
all, since it was formulated to describe the bending mechanics. TBM takes into account constant shear stress and strain
components. Classical theories and ﬁrst-order models require the assumption of opportunely reduced material stiffness
coefﬁcients to correct Poisson’s locking effect [45,46]. According to Carrera and Giunta [4], the same technique is used here
to correct Poisson’s locking.
4. Finite element formulation
Following standard FEM, the unknown variables in the element domain are expressed in terms of their values
corresponding to the element nodes [5]. For the sake of completeness, some details about the formulation of CUF ﬁnite
elements are here retrieved from previous works [42,43] and extended to the dynamic response analysis. By introducing
the shape functions Ni and the nodal displacement vector q, the displacement ﬁeld becomes:
uðx,y,z,tÞ ¼ F t ðx,zÞNi ðyÞqti ðtÞ,

i ¼ 1,2, . . . ,NN

(9)

where
qti ¼ fqux ti quy ti quz ti gT

(10)

contains the degrees of freedom of the tth expansion term corresponding to the ith element node. Elements with NN
number of nodes equal to 2, 3 and 4 are formulated and named B2, B3, and B4, respectively. The results reported in the
present work involve only B4 elements. For the sake of brevity, more details are not reported here, but can be found in
Carrera et al. [41,43]. This beam model can be easily extended to mixed theories. However, this work presents a
displacement-based formulation. The variational statement is therefore the Principle of Virtual Displacements:
Z
dLint ¼ ðdeTn rn þ deTp rp Þ dV ¼ dLext dLine
(11)
V

where Lint is the internal strain energy, Lext is the work of external loadings, and Line is the work of inertial loadings. d
stands for the virtual variation. The damping effect is neglected for the sake of simplicity. Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (2)
and using the fact that F t are independent of y, the strain vectors can be written as

en ¼ ðDnp F t IÞNi qti þ F t ðDny Ni IÞqti , ep ¼ ðDp F t IÞNi qti

(12)

where I is the identity matrix. The expression of the internal strain energy (Eq. (11)) can be rewritten in terms of virtual
nodal displacements as follows:

dLint ¼ dqTti Kijts qsj

(13)

where Eq. (4) has been used. The 3  3 fundamental nucleus of the structural stiffness matrix presented in Eq. (13) can be
shown to have the following explicit equation:
Kijts ¼ Eij v ðDTnp F t IÞ½Cnp ðDp F s IÞ þ Cnn ðDnp F s IÞ þðDTp F t IÞ½Cpp ðDp F s IÞ þ Cpn ðDnp F s IÞ x O
þ Eij, y v ½ðDTnp F t IÞCnn þ ðDTp F t IÞCpn F s x O IOy þ Ei, y j ITOy v F t ½Cnp ðDp F s IÞ þ Cnn ðDnp F s IÞ x O þ Ei, y j, y ITOy v F t Cnn F s x O IOy

(14)
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(16)

The symbol v . . . x O indicates integration over the cross-section. The virtual variation of the work of inertial loadings is
Z
dLine ¼ duT ru€ dV
(17)
V

where r is the density of the material and u€ is the acceleration vector. By retrieving Eq. (9), dLine can be rewritten in terms
of virtual nodal displacements as follows:
Z

Z
dLine ¼ dqTti rðF t IÞ
N i N j dy ðF s IÞ dO q€ sj
(18)
O

l
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where q€ is the nodal acceleration vector. The virtual variation of the work of inertial loadings can be ﬁnally expressed in
the following compact notation:

dLine ¼ dqTti ½rEij v F t F s x O Iq€ sj ¼ dqTti Mijts q€ sj

(19)

The 3  3 fundamental nucleus of the mass matrix presented in Eq. (19) is therefore a diagonal matrix. The virtual work of
external loadings variationally consistent with the above method is here derived for the case of a generic concentrated
load P ¼ fP ux Puy Puz gT acting on the load application point ðxP ,yP ,zP Þ. By using Eq. (9), dLext becomes

dLext ¼ duT P ¼ dqTti F t Ni P ¼ dqTti Fti

(20)

where F t is evaluated in ðxP ,zP Þ and Ni is calculated in yP. Any other loading condition can be similarly treated. From Eqs.
(11), (13), (19), and (20) the governing equation of motion can be derived through a ﬁnite element assembly procedure:
Mq€ þ Kq ¼ F

(21)

where M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix and F is the vector of equivalent nodal forces. It should be noted that
no assumptions on the expansion order have been made so far. Therefore, it is possible to obtain variable kinematic 1D
models without changing the formal expression of the nucleus components. Thanks to the CUF, the present model is
invariant with respect to the order of the beam theory and the type of element used in the ﬁnite element axial
discretization. Shear locking is corrected through selective integration [1]. The Newmark time integration scheme [1],
widely used in structural dynamics, is here employed. The equation of motion at time t þ Dt is then
Mq€ t þ Dt þ Kqt þ Dt ¼ Ft þ Dt

(22)

The step-by-step solution of Eq. (22) is computed by introducing the Newmark approximations for the displacements and
velocities within the time step Dt:
q_ t þ Dt ¼ q_ t þ ½ð1dÞq€ t þ dq€ t þ Dt Dt
qt þ Dt ¼ qt þ q_ t Dt þ ½ð1=2aÞq€ t þ aq€ t þ Dt Dt 2

(23)

The values d ¼ 0:5 and a ¼ 0:25 are employed for the related constants [1]. In general, any kind of dynamic loadings such as
concentrated, distributed, and traveling loads with arbitrary time-dependence can be taken into account by the present
formulation. Although the damping is not considered in the present paper, the formulation easily permits the introduction
of a damping matrix C, for example a Rayleigh damping C ¼ gM þ bK, in Eqs. (21) and (22).
5. Numerical results and discussion
As mentioned above, the present work concerns the ﬁrst implementation of one-dimensional CUF models in the dynamic
response analysis of slender structures. A preliminary assessment to test the accuracy of ﬁnite elements based on the CUF in a
Newmark direct integration process is therefore required. Some reference cases retrieved from the structural dynamics
literature [47] are taken as benchmark examples. Moreover, a number of thin-walled structures under dynamic loads are
afterwards analyzed through reﬁned 1D theories in order to highlight the shell-type capabilities of the formulation.
5.1. Compact square section
A square simply supported cross shaped beam is considered, see Fig. 1. The sides of the cross-section are equal to 0.1 m,
whereas the span-to-height ratio L=h is equal to 100. This slender structure is modeled through a one-dimensional
mesh of 10 B4 ﬁnite elements along the y-axis, as done for all the following analyses. In this paper, the isotropic
material considered is aluminium: Young’s modulus E¼69 GPa, Poisson’s ratio n ¼ 0:33, and density r ¼ 2700 kg m3 .
The ﬁrst assessment case is a single harmonic force applied at the mid-span section of the beam:
P z ðtÞ ¼ Pz0 sinðotÞ; yL ¼ L=2

(24)

where P z0 ¼ 1000 N is the amplitude of the sinusoidal load with angular frequency o ¼ 7 rad s . The analytical undamped
dynamic response of an Euler–Bernoulli beam made of isotropic material and loaded by this kind of force is well-known
[47]. Let o1 be the fundamental angular frequency of the beam corresponding to a bending modal shape. For the sake of
1

Fig. 1. Compact square cross-section.
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brevity, when o o o1 some reference values for the maximum transverse dynamic and static deﬂections occurring at the
load application point are reported here:
uanal
z max,DYN ﬃ

2P z0 L3
1
,
p4 EI 1o=o1
uanal
z max,DYN
uanal
z max,ST

ﬃ

uanal
z max,ST ¼

P z0 L3
2Pz0 L3
ﬃ 4
48EI
p EI

(25)

1
1o=o1

(26)

where I is the moment of inertia of the beam cross-section.
The numerical dynamic response of the system is investigated through direct time integration via the Newmark
method over the interval [0,8] s. Since the analytical solution refers to an Euler–Bernoulli beam, for a proper comparison
the analysis involves that classical beam theory, which is obtained as a particular case of the ﬁrst-order CUF model. Here,
the Newmark method is unconditionally stable. However, the numerical solution approaches the reference trend as the
time step Dt decreases. A convergence study is carried out to evaluate the dependence of the results on the time step
chosen. The time-history of the transverse displacement uz at the mid-span section is depicted in Fig. 2. It is noteworthy
that the choice of Dt ¼ 0:08 s represents a coarse time discretization for this problem, whereas a good agreement with the
analytical deﬂection is achieved for Dt ¼ 0:004 s. The dynamic response is approximately the sum of two sinusoidal
functions with angular frequencies equal to o and o1 . The maximum dynamic displacement computed through FEs based
on EBBM differs in about 0.03 percent from the analytical value, as reported in Table 1. It occurs for t ¼ 3:816 s at the midspan beam section. The static solution of the system is also evaluated by disabling the inertial contribution of the mass
matrix. As expected, it is a time-dependent sinusoid with the same frequency as that of the point force. Unlike the dynamic
case, the amplitude is constant and equal to uanal
z max,ST .
The time-response analysis is also conducted through reﬁned beam models. Table 1 summarizes the maximum
dynamic and static displacements for the third- and seventh-order models. However, for this case the increase of the
theory expansion order N does not reveal any remarkable difference in comparison with Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. In
fact, the use of a compact square section for a slender beam subjected to a bending load restricts the local effects of the
beam cross-section, which are eventually detectable by the higher order terms of the beam displacement ﬁeld. In
conﬁrmation of this fact, the value of the fundamental bending frequency of the beam o1 is substantially the same for all
the theories involved, as evident from Table 1. EBBM is therefore an effective theory for this case.
Static solution
Analytical solution
Newmark - Δt = 0.08 s

80

Newmark - Δt = 0.016 s
Newmark - Δt = 0.004 s

60

uz [mm]

40
20
0
-20
-40
-60
-80

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

t [s]
Fig. 2. Effect of the time step Dt on the transverse displacement at the mid-span section. Square cross-section case. Sinusoidal load. EBBM.

Table 1
Maximum dynamic and static displacements for different beam models. Square cross-section case. Sinusoidal load. Dt ¼ 0:004 s for the Newmark
method.
Theory

uz max,DYN

uz max,ST

o1

uz max,DYN
uz max,ST

1
1o=o1

Analytical
EBBM
N¼3
N¼7

70.0116
69.9886
70.0232
70.0233

36.2319
36.2318
36.2427
36.2428

14.4030
14.4024
14.4006
14.4006

1.9323
1.9317
1.9321
1.9321

1.9456
1.9456
1.9459
1.9459
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The second assessment consists in a single sinusoidal force starting from the left support and traveling along the beam
axis with a constant velocity vy:
P z ðtÞ ¼ Pz0 sinðotÞ,

yL ðtÞ ¼ vy t

(27)

The velocity vy is set to 1.25 m s  1 so that the force covers the beam length L in the interval [0, 8] s. The analytical dynamic
response to this load can be found in [47]. Unlike the nontraveling load case, in this second assessment the maximum
displacement of the beam is not placed at the mid-span section for both the static and dynamic analyses. Nevertheless, as
in the previous case, the time-dependent displacement of the mid-span section is investigated through EBBM and plotted
in Fig. 3. The inﬂuence of the time step exploited in the Newmark method is less evident with respect to the nontraveling
load case. However, the choice of Dt ¼ 0:004 s is again an appropriate time discretization. In fact, the amplitude of the
curve obtained with Dt ¼ 0:08 s noticeably differs from the analytical benchmark even over t ¼2 s and this error is likely to
propagate dramatically in even longer simulations. The inertial effect due to the mass matrix emphasizes the transverse
deﬂection of the beam with respect to the static response. For the sake of brevity, the results for reﬁned theories are not
reported here because there is no noticeable difference with Euler–Bernoulli beam theory.
A static force Pz0 advancing along the beam axis with the same velocity is considered as a third assessment case:
P z ðtÞ ¼ P z0 ,

yL ðtÞ ¼ vy t

(28)

At ﬁrst, the inertial effect is neglected in order to evaluate the static behavior of the beam, in terms of the displacement
uz ðy ¼ L=2,tÞ of the mid-span section. This time-dependent displacement is described by the continuous cubic function
illustrated by the square symbols in Fig. 4. The static curve is deﬁned on two subsets and is symmetrical with respect to
Static solution
Analytical solution
Newmark - Δt = 0.08 s
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Fig. 3. Effect of the time step Dt on the transverse displacement at the mid-span section. Square cross-section case. Sinusoidal traveling load. EBBM.
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Fig. 4. Effect of the time step Dt on the transverse displacement at the mid-span section. Square cross-section case. Constant traveling load. EBBM.
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t ¼4 s. In fact, for Euler–Bernoulli beam theory:
8
Pz0
>
>
ð3L2 4ðvy tÞ2 Þðvy tÞ,
<
48EI
uz ðy ¼ L=2,tÞ ¼
Pz0
>
>
ðL2 þ 8Lðvy tÞ4ðvy tÞ2 ÞðLðvy tÞÞ,
:
48EI
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0 r vy t rL=2
(29)
L=2 r vy t r L

For the static analysis, it is possible to demonstrate that the maximum deﬂection of the beam, uz max ¼ P z0 L3 =48 EI, is
placed at y ¼ L=2 for t uz max ¼ 4 s, that is for yL ¼ vy t ¼ 5 m. On the contrary, the dynamic response curve oscillates over the
static cubic function and is no longer symmetrical. As a result, the maximum value of uz during the considered time
interval is no longer reached at the mid-span section. The Newmark method fails to compute the frequency of this
oscillating trend through a coarse time discretization (Dt ¼ 0:08 s). Instead, the direct time integration with Dt ¼ 0:004 s
ensures a convergent solution by approaching the analytical results across the entire time interval of study. Furthermore,
the error in computing the maximum dynamic displacement at y ¼ L=2 decreases as Dt decreases. As shown in Table 2, the
same occurs for the corresponding time instant t uz max . In fact, the position of the load application point yL ðt uz max Þ at the time
instant t uz max is moderately different from the analytical value, except for the reﬁned value Dt ¼0.004 s.
5.2. Thin-walled rectangular section
The assessment procedure on compact beams is completed. A clamped-free beam with a thin-walled rectangular crosssection is now introduced. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the width a of the section is equal to 1 m and the width-to-height ratio is
equal to 10. The thickness t of the skin is constant and equal to 0.005 m. The beam is relatively short since the span-towidth ratio L=a is now equal to 10. The section at y¼2.5 m is loaded by a concentrated force Pz. On this section, six points
are chosen as characteristic positions. The application point is denoted as point 1 in Fig. 5. The effect of the point load on
this thin-walled section is evaluated through a preliminary static analysis with Pz ¼10 000 N. This case cannot be
consistent with the kinematic hypotheses which classical beam models are based on. Classical models are therefore not
expected to yield accurate results. In fact, while EBBM assumes an undeformed section, the increase of the expansion order
N provides a remarkable shell-like deformation of the loaded cross-section. Fig. 6 illustrates that the upper skin is
particularly deﬂected due to the position of Pz at point 1. However, at least a 10th-order model (6138 DOFs) is necessary to
detect such an effect and simulate the FE NASTRAN solution well, obtained through a 396 000 DOFs analysis.
A time-dependent sinusoidal load with amplitude P z0 ¼ 10 000 N and angular frequency o ¼ 30 rad s1 is applied at
point 1. Given the static results, a 10th-order structural model is considered in the dynamic analysis over the interval
[0,1.5] s. Fig. 7 plots the convergence of the solution as the time step used in the Newmark method decreases. For instance,
point 3 is taken as a control point. Again, Dt affects the correct evaluation of the amplitude and frequency of the beam
Table 2
Maximum displacement of the mid-span square section and corresponding time
instant for different time steps through the Newmark method. Constant traveling
load. EBBM.
Analysis

uz max

t uz max

yL ðt uz max Þ=L

Newmark Dt ¼ 0:08 s
Newmark Dt ¼ 0:016 s
Newmark Dt ¼ 0:004 s
Analytical solution
Static solution

36.9617
37.1458
37.1292
37.1185
36.2319

4.160
3.840
3.824
3.824
4.000

0.52
0.48
0.47
0.47
0.50

Fig. 5. Thin-walled rectangular cross-section.

Fig. 6. Static deformation of the loaded thin-walled rectangular cross-section.
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Fig. 7. Effect of the time step Dt on the transverse displacement of point 3. Thin-walled rectangular cross-section case, N¼ 10.

Fig. 8. Dynamic response of different points on the loaded cross-section. Thin-walled rectangular cross-section case, Dt ¼ 7:5  104 s, N¼ 10.

dynamic response. It can be demonstrated that this convergence is also required for classical and lower order theories.
Once an appropriate Dt is chosen, the transverse displacement is evaluated for points 1–6 and depicted in Fig. 8. As
expected, uz reaches the maximum value at loading point 1, whose trend is described mainly by an oscillation with angular
frequency equal to o. The other points seem to be affected in a different way by some local oscillations due to inertial
effects, see in particular point 4. Such effects can be observed thanks to higher order terms. In fact, for EBBM the six curves
would coincide perfectly, given the undeformed section hypothesis of classical models.
Fig. 9 displays the response of point 1 computed for different theories. EBBM and the fourth-order model provide very
similar results. For N¼7 the maximum displacement increases, but it is via the 10th-order model that uz dramatically rises,
even over 250 percent with respect to EBBM and N¼4. The difference consists not only in the amplitude of the oscillation,
but also in the trend shape. Unlike lower order models, for N¼ 10 the displacement of point 1 vs. time is an oscillating curve
dominated by the angular frequency of the load. The same behavior does not occur at point 4, which lies on the lower skin
of the section. The reﬁnement of models does not reveal a striking difference in maximum displacement whereas their
trend shapes are considerably dissimilar, see Fig. 10. Since higher order terms are powerful in evaluating the section
deformation, reﬁned models are able to detect local shell-like oscillations related to different inertial accelerations of points
over the loaded section. Table 3 summarizes the results in terms of maximum displacement of points 1–6 obtained over the
interval. Especially for N¼10 these values are very different within the section and correspond to different time instants.

5.3. Thin-walled circular section
A thin-walled circular cross-section is considered in the last analysis cases of the present work. Thus the beam to be
analyzed is now a complete circular cylindrical shell. Before investigating the dynamic response, the present one-dimensional
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Fig. 9. Time-dependent transverse displacement of point 1 for different theories. Thin-walled rectangular cross-section case, Dt ¼ 7:5  104 s.
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Fig. 10. Time-dependent transverse displacement of point 4 for different theories. Thin-walled rectangular cross-section case, Dt ¼ 7:5  104 s.
Table 3
Maximum displacement (mm) of points 1–6 and corresponding time instant for different theories. Thin-walled rectangular cross-section case,

Dt ¼ 7:5  104 s.
uz max

EBBM

N¼ 4

N ¼7

N ¼ 10

Point 1

 24.660
(1.08225 s)
 24.660
(1.08225 s)
 24.660
(1.08225 s)
 24.660
(1.08225 s)
 24.660
(1.08225 s)
 24.660
(1.08225 s)

24.812
(1.38975 s)
24.363
(1.38975 s)
23.964
(1.38900 s)
23.964
(1.38900 s)
24.362
(1.38975 s)
24.810
(1.38975 s)

39.359
(1.41225 s)
37.007
(1.41225 s)
32.944
(1.41300 s)
31.055
(1.41225 s)
34.357
(1.41225 s)
37.419
(1.41225 s)

 57.838
(0.88125 s)
 56.280
(1.10325 s)
32.071
(1.42425 s)
26.193
(1.43100 s)
 36.156
(1.10250 s)
 39.633
(0.87900 s)

Point 2
Point 3
Point 4
Point 5
Point 6

structural model should be directly assessed by comparison with free vibration results based on exact analysis of Ref. [48] and
three-dimensional analysis in [49]. Armena kas et al. [48] provided exact natural frequencies of harmonic elastic waves
propagating in an inﬁnitely long isotropic hollow cylinder. However, this work may be used directly in obtaining the frequency
of standing waves propagating in simply supported shells of ﬁnite length. The analyses in [48] were based on closed form
solutions of the governing three-dimensional equations which were obtained in terms of Bessel functions. In [49] governing
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Table 4
Comparison of frequency parameters o based on the present 1D CUF and 3D analysis for a circular cylindrical shell (m¼ 1).
n
2
4
6

I
II
I
II
I
II

N¼4

N¼7

N¼9

Exact 3D [48]

3D [49]

1.0804
2.3758
0.9937
2.9118
1.7500
4.1441

1.0620
2.3745
0.8838
2.7160
0.8388
3.1562

1.0620
2.3744
0.8819
2.7159
0.8112
3.1534

1.0623
2.3744
0.8823
2.7159
0.8093
3.1533

1.0624
2.3745
0.8826
2.7159
0.8096
3.1533

Fig. 11. Thin-walled circular cross-section.

equations of three-dimensional linear elasticity were instead solved by using an iterative approach based on the introduction of
ﬁctitious layers along the shell thickness.
A comparison is presented in Table 4 for a simply supported shell with outer diameter d equal to 1.05 m, thickness t
equal to 0.05 m, and length L equal to 0.5 m, see Fig. 11. This structure represents a very severe test case for the present
one-dimensional model, since it is a very short cylinder (L=d o 0:5) with a thin-walled cross-section. Classical beam
theories are completely ineffective in studying this kind of structures. Different values of the circumferential half-wave
number n (2n in [48]) are investigated, whereas the axial half-wave number m is set to 1. In Table 4 the two ﬁrst frequency
parameters o based on the present 1D CUF model are compared with corresponding 3D results obtained in Refs. [48,49]
according to the following equation:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
OpL
rð1 þ nÞ
o ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ¼ oL
(30)
E
t 2
where O is the frequency parameter used in [48] and o is the natural angular frequency of vibration. Table 4 shows that it
is necessary to enhance the displacement ﬁeld with higher order terms to correctly describe the dynamic behavior of the
cylinder. This statement is true especially for vibrating modes with a high half-wave number. For instance, a fourth-order
model provides good results for n¼2, whereas the frequency parameters computed for n ¼6 are clearly wrong. The results
of the present 1D CUF model (with N ¼9) are in excellent agreement with the results based on three-dimensional elasticity
solutions [48,49]. An accuracy in three signiﬁcant ﬁgures is achieved, and this validates the correctness of the present
analysis.
A clamped–clamped beam with a thin-walled circular cross-section is considered in the last analysis case of the present
work. The outer diameter of the cylinder d is equal to 0.1 m whereas the thickness is 0.001 m. The span-to-diameter ratio
L=d is equal to 10. As displayed in Fig. 11, four particular points are considered over the mid-span cross-section. Four
concentrated forces are applied at points A, B, C and D within the thin-walled cross-section, in an outward direction. They
are time-dependent sinusoids with amplitude P z0 ¼ 10 000 N and a phase shift:
PzA ðtÞ ¼ Pz0 sinðot þ fA Þ, fA ¼ 01
P xB ðtÞ ¼ P z0 sinðot þ fB Þ, fB ¼ 301
P zC ðtÞ ¼ Pz0 sinðot þ fC Þ, fC ¼ 601
P xD ðtÞ ¼ P z0 sinðot þ fD Þ, fD ¼ 901

(31)

where the angular frequency is o ¼ 100 rad s . The dynamic response of the structure is evaluated over the time interval
½0,0:025 s by involving classical as well as reﬁned 1D models. The deformed conﬁguration of the mid-span section at t¼0 s
is presented in Fig. 12 and compared with NASTRAN shell-FE solution. EBBM and TBM detect only a rigid translation of the
cross-section. The fourth-order theory shows a global deformation but cannot detect any local effect due to the
concentrated loads. With N ¼7 the reﬁned elements are able to detect the shell-like displacement ﬁeld of all the crosssection points except the loading ones. An expansion order N at least equal to 10 is necessary to obtain a detailed
description of the loading points displacement ﬁeld. This conclusion is consistent with the results obtained through CUF
models by Carrera et al. [50].
1
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Fig. 12. Static response of the mid-span circular cross-section, t¼ 0 s.

Table 5
Displacements (mm) of the loading points A and D for different FE models. Thin-walled cylinder case, t¼ 0 s.
Theory

uxD

Error uxD

uzA

Error uzA

DOFs

EBBM
TBM
N¼ 1
N¼ 3
N¼ 4
N¼ 7
N¼ 10
N¼ 14
NASTRAN

 0.9906
 1.1453
 2.0937
 2.9313
 5.9690
 15.7213
 19.7523
 21.1939
 23.4628

 95.78%
 95.12%
 91.08%
 87.51%
 74.56%
 32.99%
 15.81%
 9.67%
–

 1.7157
 1.9838
 1.4362
 3.5311
 6.8900
 9.3591
 9.7314
 9.8418
 9.8840

 82.64%
 79.93%
 85.47%
 64.27%
 30.29%
 5.31%
 1.54%
 0.43%
–

93
155
271
930
1395
3348
6138
11 160
250 000

Table 5 summarizes the transverse displacements of loading points A and D at t ¼0 s. The third and ﬁfth columns
present the percentage error computed with respect to the NASTRAN solution, taken as a reference, for uxD and uzA ,
respectively. As expected, the computation of local displacements on these loading points is not trivial for lower order
models and impossible for classical models. A slight improvement is noticed for N ¼7, but the error decreases remarkably
for an expansion order higher than 10. The last column shows the total number of degrees of freedom, DOFs, for each
model. A good convergent trend is observed as N increases with a considerably smaller computational effort than that
required by the reference shell model. In Fig. 13 the static three-dimensional deformation of the cylinder computed via
N ¼10 is graphically compared with NASTRAN shell solution. The spectrum used on the surface corresponds to the
resultant displacement. As expected, the mid-span section is subjected to the overall maximum deﬂection due to the
concentrated loads. Fig. 13 emphasizes the capabilities of the proposed reﬁned model in describing typical shell-like lobes
over the thin-walled structure with a sizeable reduction in computational cost in terms of DOFs (6138 vs. 250 000).
As far as the dynamic response is concerned, the analysis involves variable kinematic models with an expansion order N
up to 10 because of the considerations exposed above for the static case. The mid-span cross-section remains the most
stressed section and the high sensitivity of its shape to the point loads is detectable for higher order models. For instance,
the conﬁguration at the ﬁnal time instant t ¼0.025 s is depicted in Fig. 14. According to Fig. 12, N ¼4 is again unable to
detect any local effect near the loading points; it only detects a global deﬂection of the circular section. On the contrary,
with N ¼7 and N ¼10 the proposed 1D model makes it possible to take into account local deformations typical of a shelllike behavior.

6. Conclusions
This paper presents the extension of reﬁned one-dimensional models to the dynamic response analysis of isotropic
thin-walled structures. Variable kinematic 1D ﬁnite elements were formulated on the basis of Carrera Uniﬁed Formulation,
CUF, by exploiting a systematic procedure that leads to governing FE matrices whose form does not depend on the order of
expansion used for the displacement unknowns over the cross-section.
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Fig. 13. Static three-dimensional resultant displacement of the thin-walled cylinder, t ¼ 0 s.

Fig. 14. Deformation of the mid-span circular cross-section for different beam models, t¼ 0.025 s.

Several analyses were carried out to assess and enhance the advantages of higher order 1D CUF models in evaluating
the dynamic response of slender structures. In particular, a cylinder with a thin-walled circular cross-section subjected to
harmonic out of phase loadings was studied. Comparing results with three-dimensional elasticity solutions and shell-type
solutions obtained by commercial FE software, the following main conclusions can be drawn:
1. the effectiveness of higher order terms over the cross-section deformation is enhanced when thin-walled geometries
are adopted;
2. since classical beam theories assume an undeformed section, they become ineffective in the case of thin-walled
geometries;
3. in-plane deformations due to time-dependent internal loadings are accurately detected by the proposed 1D models.
As far as numerical implementation is concerned:
a. the proposed models did not introduce additional numerical problems in direct time integration with respect to
classical beam theories;
b. the convergence of the Newmark method was achieved for both the classical and higher order FE models.

According to previous works involving 1D CUF models, the paper conﬁrms that the increase of the expansion order is not
only important for static and free vibration analyses; it is also crucial for the dynamic response of beam-like structures.
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The implementation of 1D CUF models in the Newmark time integration scheme has revealed the shell-type capabilities of
such reﬁned models in accurately describing the dynamic behavior of thin-walled structures with a sizeable reduction in
computational cost.
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